“Ignite Our Teaching Practice”

Friday, September 6, 2013
9:00-10:30 in MC 2065

Refreshments will be served at 9:00, speakers will begin at 9:15

We asked four outstanding Faculty of Mathematics professors to invite us into their classrooms by teaching us something – any concept from their courses – using a method they typically use with undergraduates.

Troy Vasiga
Computer Science

Pengfei Li
Statistics and Actuarial Science

Cecilia Cotton
Statistics and Actuarial Science

Ian Goulden
Combinatorics and Optimization
Dean of Math

The presentations will be followed by discussion of the elements that make these lectures successful.

For more information, please contact
Prof. Cynthia Struthers, Math Teaching Fellow
519 888-4567 ext. 35548 | castruth@uwaterloo.ca